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A. Introduction
1. Context
The Edmonton Pride Seniors Group is focused on ensuring that older LGBTQ2S+ persons, aged
55+, have access to housing, services and programs that are welcoming, inclusive, safe and
caring environments. Their work is built on research revealing that many older LGBTQ2S+ face
barriers created by discrimination, a lack of understanding and training, and a lifetime of
pervasive silence.
The Pride Seniors Group identified the value of older LGBTQ2S+ adults learning and being
inspired by LGBTQ2S+ youth who bring experience advocating for themselves and others with
the support of a network of like-minded individuals. At the same time, the older adults can act
as role models for youth in developing the resilience to overcome difficulties.
With an eye to creating a safe environment and a forum for mutual learning, the Pride Seniors
Group successfully pursued funding from the City of Edmonton to hold intergenerational
dialogues and a partnership with the Alberta GSA (Gender & Sexual Orientation Alliance)
Network, possibly leading to mentoring relationships. As an overlay, Pride Seniors Group linked
with the Digital Arts College (http://myedac.ca/) and Story Engine
(http://www.storyengine.com/) to document the dialogue and produce tools for broader public
distribution.

2. Intergenerational dialogue: an evolving process
Representatives from the Pride Seniors Group and the Alberta GSA Network Coordinator
teamed up with the contract facilitator to oversee the recruitment and design the
intergenerational dialogue.
Intended participants, recruitment experience, and implications
The aim was to identify approximately 12 to 16 older adults and 12 to 16 youth to create two
small mixed groups, balanced across the generations. A fairly labour intensive process ensued
to attract participants. The Pride Seniors Group tapped into the networks and relationships of
committee members to identify older adults who are not already activists in the community
and would be interested in the dialogue. Concurrently the Alberta GSA Coordinator reached out
to young people who would be willing to share their experience as activists in GSAs and Camp
fYrefly.
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One member of the Pride Seniors Group took on the role of lead contact with the older adults,
a personalized approach that paid off in being able to explain the purpose and plan, identify
transportation support needs, and respond to questions. In turn, the Alberta GSA Network
coordinator used every connection she had to identify youth who had the interest and time to
participate coupled with the logistics of
transportation support. Some of the youth came
with GSA experience, some with Camp fYrefly
experience, and several came through other
involvement.
As intended, the older adults who participated in the
intergenerational dialogue were not activists in the
wider community but confident enough to take part
in a dialogue that emanated from their identity as
LGBTQ2S+ persons. Similarly, the youth who
responded were willing to share their personal
stories and experience within communities of
support but not many had GSA experience. Most of
the youth coming out of GSAs who had initially
indicated interest did not wind up taking part in the
dialogue, possibly tapped out by multiple requests to be spokespersons and participants in
events.
Original design, modified approach, and implications
In the original design, the dialogue was to occur in two parts. The first part would engage the
generations separately and the second would be intergenerational. At the first session, we
would find out what people were curious to learn from the other generation and identify
challenging scenarios that could be used for the intergenerational dialogue. The
intergenerational session would unfold as an opportunity to explore how the generations deal
with the challenges and learn, in particular, about youth experience with advocacy to confront
and create change.
As the experience of identifying and drawing out 12 to 16 participants from each generation
unfolded, it became clear that pulling the same people together on two separate occasions was
going to be too difficult to pull off. Instead, the planning team combined parts one and two into
one session. The focus turned to recruiting participants for two mixed groups on a single day in
July 2017, with half of the older adults and half of the youth at each session.
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The logistics became more practical but by blending the two parts into one, we did not have the
opportunity to ask each generation what they were curious to learn from the other generation.
In particular, the participating older adults’ identity with the premise that they would learn and
be inspired by the youth’s experience with advocacy was an unknown. Instead and importantly,
the intergenerational session laid a foundation.
Outline for the intergenerational dialogue
The planning team articulated a vision of ‘thriving as an LGBTQ2S+ person, with the tools I need
to create safe spaces’ that would resonate with both generations. We developed a process that
would be safe and engaging, and placed an emphasis on small and varied interactions within
each group of participants.
The session progressed from a safe, introductory question for each generation to interactive,
small group discussions of three questions. The challenging situations provided a reason for
strengthening the broader circles of support.
Introductory question
Process: Paired participants in each generation generated a response and shared the responses in
the small and large group.

•

What is one thing you think people in the ‘other’ generation might be surprised or
relieved to find out about people in your generation?

Laying the foundation: Who makes me feel safe and supported?

Process: Participants recorded their responses on post-it notes that were shared within the groups
and then, with the large group, clustered on a common wall.

How do we respond in the face of a challenging situation … from awkward to indirect to
direct discrimination? How do we wish we could respond?

Process: After a short role-play by members of the planning team, participants generated examples
of challenging situations in everyday life and used dot-voting to prioritize three for small group
discussion. Used a World Café approach to explore the following questions:
• How do you think people in your generation would deal with this situation?
• For the older adults, how would you have dealt with this situation when you were much
•

younger?
How do you wish people could respond? What supports would make that possible?

Where do young people and older adults who are LGBTQ2S+ find a community of support?
Process: Youth circulated among tables of seniors to exchange experiences and ideas.
• What questions do the older adults have about GSAs?
• Does anything exist that offers similar support for LGBTQ2S+ older adults?
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•

What would an older adults’ GSA look like? Are there other ways to create a community
of support?

B. Learning

‘Ice breaker’
What is one thing you think people in the ‘other’ generation might be surprised or relieved to
find out about people in your generation?
Sampling of responses …
Youth perspective
•
•
•
•

Not all youth use social media.
Vast access to terminology.
Trying to be intersectional – broad base - more holistic fight for human rights for all.
Youth are not lazy (apathetic), just jaded and disillusioned.

Older adults’ perspective
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth would be intrigued that older people can change – not all conservative. We’ve been
here before. Past battles still being fought.
Lack of information; no way of knowing what was normal/abnormal – completely absent/no
access to information – so everyone felt alone and lonely and isolated.
In 1985, by saying, “I’m a lesbian”, I was fired and felt discouraged, discriminated against.
Since then, I have experienced success and love – fight still ongoing.
Youth generation not really aware of how difficult it was to come out.
In closet for decades. No support, no way to see help, many have/believe they’ve made it
better for next generation; he came out at 67.
Came out before criminal code changed; psychological adjustment; certain glamour to
outlaw persona– private and personal life. Activism was more edgy, more risky.
Good to see so many young people coming out – young not waiting to 67. Can have a
‘normal’ teenage life.
Being able to access labels – internet is helpful for accessing information; I can educate
myself. Comfort coming out. Offers comfort during coming-out phase.
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1. Laying the foundation: Who makes me feel safe and supported?
Introductory remarks
One of the underlying themes for this dialogue is feeling one has support to thrive as a person
who is LGBTQ2S+. We wanted to start at the individual level and, later in the session, move out
to looking at communities of support. What support looks like for one person may be quite
different from what it looks like for someone else. Whatever it looks like, we’re thinking about
support that makes you feel safe and helps give you confidence to advocate for yourself. That
bond could be with someone whose world overlaps with yours such as a particular service
provider or a local barrista in a coffee shop; it could be a friend or family member, a partner, or
maybe someone in the place you go for work or for some kind of a recreation. It could be a
teacher or a clergy person. For some people, it may be more of a wish because that bond just
isn’t there right now.
What emerged?
Above all, participants named family and friends, encompassing partners, family members,
friends, and one’s chosen family, followed by co-workers and then organizations. The lines
between friends and chosen family may be arbitrary.
•

•
•

•
•

I feel more supported by my chosen family, my
LGBT friends. I feel seen and understood better by
queer friends. They validate me, they support and
understand me. They understand what it’s like to be
gay. I feel proud when I hang out with my gay
friends.
My son was not concerned at all. “You’re just mom it’s ok”.
My spouse who is also my best friend. We have
been married for 25 years. She knows me,
sometimes too well. There is no better support. I
would have like my children but now it’s too late.
Times are different now.
My past colleagues, a small group of teachers, were like my chosen family. They have
known me forever and are accepting of me. We are all retired now.
My gay friends and organizations to which I belong and have worked at since coming
out. I have never felt unsafe.
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Who makes me feel safe and supported?
Family, partners, and friends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partner (x 9)
Siblings (x 7)
Family (x 6)
Extended family (x 3)
Mother (x 2)
Children (x 2)
Executor

•

Someone who makes space for processing intergenerational trauma and grief in regards to
violence again Indigenous people, lifestyles, and the relationship between race and
queer/trans identity

•
•
•
•
•

My friends (x 11)
My gay friends (x 2)
Queer circle
Cosmetology teacher
My dog/cat (x 3)

•
•
•

My chosen family (x 2)
Queer/trans family
My drag Mom #1

Co-workers
• My co-workers and colleagues (x 8)
(Includes colleagues who worked to develop
gay-supportive policies at work and the first
colleague who revealed himself to me as gay).

•

Organizations I have worked at.

•

Not a ‘who’ but where – gay bar. My
demeanor changes – more relaxed as
soon as walk through door.

Organizations and other spaces people gather
• My church community (x 5)
(Includes Southminster Steinhauer United
Church and a Unitarian welcoming
congregation).
• Organizations to which I belong (x 3)
(Includes ISMSS, Pride Centre, The Landing; Yes
community (Pulse); political party (Liberal Party
of Canada).

2. How do we respond in the face of a challenging situation … from awkward to
indirect to direct discrimination? How do we wish we could respond?
Introductory remarks

One of the key mutual learnings for today is how people deal with challenging situations that
may arise because of sexual orientation and gender identity. Some are obvious and others
more subtle. Tensions can arise in families, in the places where people live or where they work
or study or play, in public spaces such as being on a bus, walking down the street, or
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overhearing a conversation. We are assuming that feeling supported – individually and as part
of a community of support - may make it easier to handle these situations and open up the
possibility of advocacy.
Process
The Pride Seniors’ representative
and the Alberta GSA Coordinator
role-played one scenario to
stimulate thinking about other
examples. The scenario ended in
suspense, leaving open the
question of how to deal with the
tension. The groups then
brainstormed ‘challenging’ social
situations they’ve faced. The brainstormed examples were posted and people had the
opportunity to vote for one topic to explore in more depth. The following represents the full
range of potentially challenging situations from the two sessions, clustered by focus.
Family, work, and other social scenarios
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Don’t talk gay around me. Don’t talk about
being gay at home.
Partner came over and kissed in front of
brother. Was chastised the next day.
Watching a gay TV show on the family TV.
Mother upset that a message was being
sent to 12 year old brother.

•
•

[Bringing] “date” to a work event
Job interviews – how much to reveal and
what is consequence.

•

Meeting a former colleague and how to
feel about your new ‘same gender’
marriage partner.
In mixed groups, some aren’t as
comfortable talking about what you did
with your partner last night. Awkward at
the time but changes.
Mixture of support and fear with overt
expression of affection.
Question of who knows what (important
people).
International Canadians – different culture
does not necessarily accept gays [as]
‘Canadians” do – Canadian society
generally more accepting.

•

Family members introduce your partner as
your friend.
Nature of relationship to
•
uncomprehending family.
Being a ‘grandmother’: to come out or not
(not as easy coming out to grandchildren
•
as it was coming out to her own children).
•
Weddings (x 3)
(Wedding invites with no ‘+1’ for gay
pals/attendees; Invited to a wedding, not
out to all friends. After wedding, some
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•
•

friends upset. [We are] making decision
about how others feel).
Gay identity erased from funeral entirely.
Family reunions.

Language and assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using homophobic/transphobic language (passive language).
How to intervene when LGBTQ bullying is taking place.
Assumed to be straight – hear homophobic comments.
Heteronormative sex education.
Are you married? When will you marry?
Forms – M/F, “Legal names”.
What language to use – how’s your husband?
How many children (assuming family structures)?
Assuming gender of both parents, custody of children.

Other situations
•
•
•

Being forced to choose being indigenous and trans – can’t be both.
Gay as this week’s fashion.
A trans-gay buying tampons.

Chosen six and exchange of insights
In each of the two sessions, sub-groups at three tables had a chance to peel back the layers on
three challenging situations, shedding light on the tensions involved and ways of responding. By
using the rotating World Café, we had two mixed generation sub-groups tackle each scenario.
‘Acceptance’ was a common thread running through the six examples.
Family acceptance of one’s
partner

Not talking about gay
things/being gay

Revealing one's orientation in Assumptions about gender of
the face of casual
partner
homophobia

Family chooses not to
acknowledge family
member’s identity/partner at
their funeral
Trans or Indigenous – can’t
be both
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Family acceptance of one’s partner
Tensions
• Our generation is fed up with this; if older won’t try to educate, young will.
• Won’t bring someone home until I have a child; if getting married, then maybe.
• Given up with trying to defend it. Family doesn’t live in this province. May give the look
but won’t say it to my face.
• Didn’t come out until his 40s. In school, didn’t know anyone who was gay. What a
difference it would have made if he had known [others].
• Son was about to get married. Didn’t know how to introduce partner. Downgraded to,
‘this is my friend’.
Responses
• Angry. Walk away instead of trying to educate.
• 95-year old mother introduces daughter’s partner as her friend; so used to it. Pick your
fights. Don’t need mother to feel embarrassed, afraid.
• [For son’s wedding], other supportive family members might talk to son. Want someone
to be backing you up.

Not talking about gay things/being gay
Tensions
• Before you come out, you feel you’re repressing your authentic self.
• When your family doesn’t understand, it is isolating and stifles personal growth.
• Depends if you’re out or not; taught it is a sin.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Is extended family safe? Who knows that I’m out in the family? Do the dance of ‘who
knows what?’
Compromise if you’re dependent on family members such as parents; getting resources
from home can be difficult; some siblings disown individual.
Family members not supportive because they fear losing their job by proxy.
Children not supportive.
Slow for extended family. Some are more supportive.
Support from colleagues and friends a non-issue.

Responses
• Don’t bring it up or do so slowly.
• Use humour in replies.
• Normalize queer people, especially for younger siblings.
• Educate and normalize by talking about non-hetero relationships.
• Let me be and I will fight for my right to talk about my relationship.
• Don’t want to cause more strain and anger parents.
• Navigate who you are out to in the family.
• Don’t put up with that.
Wishes
• Not reply with shock; discomfort; no negative reactions; no judgment.
• Just another detail; not a big deal; normalized and respected; positive response.
• Be interested in partnership; excited about love.
• Don’t reply with anger; talk about yourself with pride, feel confident enough to help
others gain LGBTQ2S+ knowledge.
• Real point is that it doesn’t matter how they respond because, if they don’t like it, damn
them to hell.

Family chooses not to acknowledge family member’s identity/partner at their funeral
Tensions
• Depends on whether person was out.
• Regret and sadness that funeral is not authentic; We wish for an honest send-off.
• I would be angry that person’s real life is not revealed. You must know whose will
dominates.
• Some participants won’t be surprised but some would say, ‘no, this is crap, this is wrong
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•
•

to erase the deceased’s identity to make funeral participants more comfortable.
It is a dishonest service, not reflective of deceased and there is no respect for their
identity.
I understand they don’t want to hurt the family but something is missing, not explored,
not revealed. Remain silent.

Responses
• Less likely to let it slide; I’m not good at picking battles. I would get angry with the lack
of acknowledgment.
• Take cues from the actions of deceased while person was alive; if not out, then don’t
out them at funeral.
• Preplan own funeral; make sure ‘desired’ funeral messages are included, people to
attend, service planned; be legally prepared.
• Ask at the funeral, ‘is there someone who wants to share a personal experience?’
• Plan an alternative affirming memorial.
• Let it go (older adult); challenge it (youth).
Revealing one’s orientation in the face of casual homophobia
Responses
• Both seniors and youth agreed that context matters; if the stakes were not high they
would not confront the individual. Seniors were more aware of risk.

Assumptions about gender of partner
Tensions
• Why are people asking?
• Know/want to know family structure (youth) vs. assume family structure (seniors)
• ‘Are you dating anyone?’ Gendered assumptions from older generation.
• People seem not to care once you age.
• Lack of self-acceptance affects non-hetero relationships.
• Assuming you have a partner has implications.
• Is it safe to be out?
• Word travels fast in Indigenous communities. Is it safe? Outing partners?
• Different telling strangers vs. close family.
• Imply things about people behind their backs.
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•
•

Fear, lack of knowledge.
Friends support you.

Responses
• Response depends on situation – do I take a stand or let it go? Who is asking? Are they
open to corrections? Is it a safe situation?
• Check in with partner – how out is/are your partner(s)?
• You don’t owe it to strangers to come out to them.
• Correct people who are making assumptions about others. Correcting people educating them.
• Use humour to dispel tension.
• Vague in early years but now totally open and truthful.
• Not a conscious decision to withhold information.
• Better at flight than fight.
• Be straight forward and watch reaction.
• Surround yourself with supportive people.
Wishes …
• People are cool with your honest response.
• No need to specify gender.

Trans or Indigenous – can’t be both
Tensions
• Intersectionality is a massive problem.
• Decision based on safety concerns, survival; Breathing is so much fun - don’t risk injury
or death.
• Should be allowed to integrate and not forced to compartmentalize.
• Being compartmentalized is your “normal” - don’t try to mandate a choice.
• Gay friends would not force person to be out.
Responses
• Support person, no matter what they decide. It’s their choice. Be empathetic.
• Straight can be allies.
• Not a trans issue or an Indigenous issue; it’s a human issue. The person has to decide for
themselves. Don’t force decisions onto another person.
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3. Where do young people and older adults who are LGBTQ2S+ find a community of
support?
The underlying assumption for this portion was that
the older adults would learn from the young people
about self-advocacy through a network of like-minded
individuals, exemplified by GSAs. From the exchange,
it was evident that people have connected to or
created their own social networks which may speak to
who participated in the sessions or to having only
touched the surface of this question. A concern was
raised that ‘closet introverts are at greatest risk’.
Desire
•
•
•
•
•

Knowing you are not alone, that there are others like me.
I choose groups that are accepting of my partner, who accept me as I am.
Unconditional love.
Safe people in group circles.
Older gays want gay friends.

Existing circles of support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Bars … Queer Wooftop at Blackdog,
EVO, Mama’s Gin Joint
Beers for Queers
Camp fYrefly
Church has been a safe place
Clubs … Breakfast club as an open
space for lesbians; Lesbian book club
Fruits in Suits
Fruit Loops (18 plus)
Outloud St. Albert (youth)
The Orchid Group
Personal circles … Family, Friends and
supporters, Roommates, Cooking
events
Pride Centre of Edmonton

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Primetime for older gay men (monthly,
social events)
Schools … GSAs
Scona Pride
Travel … Olivia Lesbian Travel, lesbian
cruises; gay cruises
Uni Pride alumni
Volunteering
Womyn’s Space (former)
Workplace … Large companies
establish their own LGBTQ2S+ groups;
colleagues in place of work (ISMSS,
Altview); oriented to professional
interests
Dances, social events, potlucks and
celebrations
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What would a GSA look like for older LGBTQ2S+ adults?
•
•
•
•
•
•

A place that is gay friendly, not a gay ghetto
Social clubs
Good circle of friends
Bingo nights
Go to meet up
Facebook, other forms of social media

Insights and Implications

The experience of the July 2017 intergenerational dialogue among LGBTQ2S+ youth and older
adults points to an emerging set of insights implications. The ideas are not exhaustive; rather,
the intent is to stimulate further reflection on the possibilities.

Insights
Drawing from the dialogue, the following insights are introduced as assumptions for the
implications that follow:
• Attitudes toward people who identify as LGBTQ2S+ have shifted in a positive direction
over the decades but experiences of discrimination and lack of understanding extend
across the generations. Exclusion and invalid assumptions affect people in family
situations and in the places individuals work, study, socialize, and generally move about
in their day to day lives.
• The people who responded to the invitation to be part of a dialogue across generations
were sufficiently confident and comfortable self-identifying as LGBTQ2S+ and engaging
in an unknown process with a sizable number of people they had not met before. They
were also largely individuals who already have informal networks of support in place. It
appeared that youth with GSA experience, initially indicating a desire to participate,
have been tapped out for participation in multiple gatherings.
• The curiosity and learning was mutual. For this group of participants, a desire to form
new communities of support within the generations, e.g., a variation on a ‘seniors’ GSA’,
did not emerge as a strong theme.
• A significant portion of the participating LGBTQ2S+ youth and older adult participants
expressed interest in being kept informed and many indicated they want to be involved
in further and deeper dialogue. More time in one another’s company would increase
the likelihood of informal small groups or one-to-one mentoring relationships taking
hold.
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•

•

Structured gatherings of the kind that occurred in July would require additional
resources to design, reach out to the July 2017 participants and/or new people, cover
event costs (e.g., transportation, food), and address logistics. More informal gatherings
to socialize and engage in deeper dialogue would likely require some informal
leadership to be self-sustaining.
Reaching older LGBTQ2S+ adults who are relatively more vulnerable because they are
not out, in combination with being socially isolated, is unlikely to be successful through
the model that was used for the July 2017 intergenerational dialogue. Concurrently,
attracting more LGBTQ2S+ youth to participate, particularly those with GSA experience,
may require a different approach.

Implications
To extend the concept of intergenerational dialogue, taking into account the insights stated
above, the following implications emerge for follow-up action. They are shaped by four main
questions:
1. Who are the intended participants?

2. What would be the purpose for each
cluster?

3. What format(s) would be most effective,
tailored for each cluster?

4. What resources are required to support
the suggested processes?

The questions have been applied to three possible clusters of people though some of the ideas
could be combined for one or more of the clusters.
• For people who expressed interest in the first intergenerational dialogue on July 5.
• For new people who would be invited to an intergenerational dialogue.
• Older adults in seniors’ facilities.
For people who expressed interest in the first intergenerational dialogue on July 5
1. Who are the intended participants?
Include individuals who participated on July 5 and those who expressed interest but were
unable to attend.
2. What would be the purpose?
Create and/or support opportunities for people to socialize and deepen the dialogue that began
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on July 5.
3. What format(s) would be most effective?
Contact individuals who expressed interest in follow-up to confirm if they would be interested
in another intergenerational experience and to ask for input on format preferences. Offer an
opportunity to view video clips/photos from July 5 as a drawing card.
Influenced by the input, plan a follow-up dialogue, structured to allow for deeper dialogue,
building on the set of ‘challenging’ situations that people identified during the first session.
and/or
Support plans for an informal gathering of interested participants from the two groups and
make space for a spontaneous dialogue to unfold. Could hold in a more informal setting in the
community, e.g., a café, someone’s home.
Invite older adult participants from July 5 to come to a GSA Round Table to engage in a dialogue
about generational experiences. Could be done more than once.
4. What resources are required to support the process?
Identify individuals willing to participate in developing a plan (structured or informal), reach out
to potential participants, identify a venue, and arrange logistics. Arrange for session facilitator.
Arrange funding to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

For new people who would be invited to an intergenerational dialogue
1. Who are the intended participants?
Reach out to individuals who were not contacted for the first intergenerational dialogue.
Ask participants from July 5 if they could identify another person they believe would take an
interest in an international dialogue.
Ask participants from July 5 to return and invite one new person to come with them.
2. What would be the purpose?
Broaden the pool of people interested in ongoing intergenerational dialogue.
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3. What format(s) would be most effective?
Repeat the process used on July 5, with adjustments to strengthen parts that could be
improved.
4. What resources are required to support the process?
Develop a plan (structured), reach out to invite participants, identify a venue, and arrange
logistics.
Arrange funding to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

For older adults in seniors’ facilities
Who are the intended participants?
Older adults who self-identify as LGBTQ2S+ or not yet out and who are living in seniors’
facilities. Recognizing people who are not out or otherwise reluctant to participate with a
targeted invitation, could take the discussion to a scheduled program within the facility,
attracting people who do and do not identify as LGBTQ2S+ but interested in an
intergenerational dialogue.
Could start with facilities that have indicated an openness to staff training. Could pilot at the
Edmonton General where a group of LGBTQ2S+ older adults formed.
What would be the purpose and content?
Bring the intergenerational dialogue to older adults who are in more vulnerable circumstances
to open up mutual learning and explore the concept of a community of support.
What format(s) would be most effective?
Invite youth participants from July 5 to come to identified seniors’ facilities to engage in a
dialogue about generational experiences. Could also invite older adult participants from July 5.
Invite residents to observe or participate.
Could use the ‘ice breaker’ from July 5 – ‘What is one thing you think people in the ‘other’
generation might be surprised or relieved to find out about people in your generation?’ – as the
starting point for dialogue.
What resources are required to support the process?
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Develop a plan (structured), reach out to seniors’ facility contacts, and arrange logistics.
Arrange funding to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

C. Concluding remarks

The Pride Seniors Group, in collaboration with the Alberta GSA Network, set out to create a
forum for mutual learning between youth and older adults who identify as LGBTQ2S+. The hope
was to build toward communities of support for self-advocacy among older adults, inspired by
youth experience in GSAs.
The older adults who participated were not specifically seeking new networks of support for
themselves because they are already plugged into informal circles. Concurrently, the youth who
took part primarily came with experience from outside GSAs. GSA participants have been
tapped for involvement in a variety of advocacy efforts and may have felt tapped out by the
time this dialogue took place. Nevertheless, the positive response to the intergenerational
dialogue demonstrated that there is an appetite for a cross-generational exchange and a desire
to deepen the learning beyond a one-off conversation. As part of future intergenerational
dialogues in community spaces, a potential venue that would translate into direct GSA
participation is the Edmonton and Area GSA Roundtable.
To extend the exchange to reach older LGBTQ2S+ adults who are in more vulnerable
circumstances, the Pride Seniors Committee would need to explore new avenues that could be
informed by older adults who could serve as intermediaries and by bringing LGBTQ2S+ youth
into residential facilities and programs where older adults gather. The dialogue clearly opens
the door to shared learning and insights that contribute to safer spaces for people of all ages
who identify as LGBTQ2S+.
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D. Anonymous Feedback and Take-Aways
1. Anonymous Feedback
Responses Clustered by Theme:
What was gained? What could be strengthened? What are participants seeking as follow-up?

What was gained?
Opportunity to hear about one another’s experiences
• Hearing from the younger generation about their experience. The conversations were
very interesting and I enjoyed it.
• Hearing from/interacting with non-binary queer young people.
• Great to meet the young folks. Would like to do it again. Same format or a panel.
• I liked the opportunity to meet almost all of the seniors and hear their perspectives.
• Meeting and sharing with all age groups. The uniqueness of everyone’s story and great
to include seniors in timely dialogue.
• Dialoguing with both seniors and young people.
• Sharing of stories and experiences – same generation and inter-generation.
• I feel hope for me and my future. They are happy – I can be happy too!
Open and honest exchange
• Much of what the younger generation expressed really did resonate with me. I really
appreciated the honesty and openness with the participants – the ideas and comments
that flowed.
• Enjoyed listening to opinions, especially youth – gives me hope for the future.
• Generally a good session but I think the more we talked, the more we moved around,
there was much more openness, much more ease at speaking our truths – the truths of
our generation, our experience. It was great to be with this many thinking young people
– people with their experience, their minds and attitudes.
• Real talk. I’m walking away with a better view of my community through the
generations.
Opportunity to learn from one another and discover common ground
• My takeaway: Age is just a number. We can learn from one another, no matter your
age. Some of the younger ones are wise beyond their years.
• I enjoyed the chance to have real, in-depth conversations with a different generation. I
was surprised by how much they had in common with me. I also like hearing first person
perspectives on historical LGBTQ2S+ events I’d only read about.
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•

Today I’m more aware that we’re all the same.

Feedback on the process
What worked well?
• I enjoyed the physical movement and pacing of this workshop.
• Switching; pizza; good facilitators; interactive.
• Rotating allowed us to get to talk with almost everyone.
• Moving around to talk to new people.

•
•

Good direction from facilitators helped me respond to questions/scenarios. They kept
my groups focused.
I think having prompts but not fully directing the conversation was good. Very natural –
it got much easier once we started talking.
I loved the open structure, inclusivity, sharing of ideas.
Structured topics and questions; mixing participants; open and honesty and safety.

•
•

Balanced groups – seniors/young people. Discussion topics.
Small groups.

•
•

Suggestions to strengthen the process
• Establish informal guidelines.
• More efficiency of moving to each person in a group. Taking turns talking.
•
•

Good to share with everyone but given short time, maybe a little less moving around.
Reduce the number of group changes. Check gender parity.

•

Some of the questions were worded awkwardly which made answers go off track. So if
questions were revised.

What are participants seeking beyond this opportunity?
• Great to meet the young folks. Would like to do it again. Same format or a panel.
• More opportunity for personal sharing.
• An ongoing opportunity to run shoulders with these people and others like them.
• I would like the opportunity to meet one on one to learn more about the seniors’ lives.
• More time, ongoing support, i.e., let’s meet for coffee and strategize everyone week!
Check in on how everyone is doing.
• Future meetings. More information re: Seniors Pride and others.
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•

I would like to have intergenerational LGBTQ2S+ activities (e.g. potlucks, card games,
movie nights).

•

•
•
•

Good format but it might work even better if this was held with the same people over
longer period of time.
I love the discussions however I felt that our discussions were interrupted in order to
move to the next topic. I would be nice to have a bit longer discussion time. Make each
session a different topic.
Probably could be longer.
I would have like to hear more specific space needs/plans.
Exchange contact information. Do this again more often.

•
•

Would like to have seen a few GSA members.
I feel like there should be more people.

•

Responses Clustered by Generation:
What was gained? What could be strengthened? What are participants seeking as follow-up?
What was gained?
Older adults
• Much of what the younger generation expressed really did resonate with me. I really
appreciated the honesty and openness with the participants – the ideas and comments
that flowed.
• Hearing from the younger generation about their experience. The conversations were
very interesting and I enjoyed it.
• My takeaway: Age is just a number. We can learn from one another, no matter your
age. Some of the younger ones are wise beyond their years.
• Generally a good session but I think the more we talked, the more we moved around,
there was much more openness, much more ease at speaking our truths – the truths of
our generation, our experience. It was great to be with this many thinking young people
– people with their experience, their minds and attitudes.
• Hearing from/interacting with non-binary queer young people.
• Great to meet the young folks. Would like to do it again. Same format or a panel.
Youth
• I enjoyed the chance to have real, in-depth conversations with a different generation. I
was surprised by how much they had in common with me. I also like hearing first person
perspectives on historical LGBTQ2S+ events I’d only read about.
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•
•

I feel hope for me and my future. They are happy – I can be happy too!
I liked the opportunity to meet almost all of the seniors and hear their perspectives.

Older adults/Youth
• Meeting and sharing with all age groups. The uniqueness of everyone’s story and great
to include seniors in timely dialogue.
• Real talk. I’m walking away with a better view of my community through the
generations.
• Enjoyed listening to opinions, especially youth – gives me hope for the future.
• Sharing of stories and experiences – same generation and inter-generation.
• Dialoguing with both seniors and young people.
• Today I’m more aware that we’re all the same.

2. Take-aways
At the end of the dialogue, we went and asked each person to identify one ‘take-away’ from
the experience.
Take-aways clustered by theme
Opportunity to come together
• Enjoyed listening to opinions, especially youth. Gives me hope for future.
• Enjoyed meeting young LGBT people – a great opportunity.
• Seeing and hearing young people was a great opportunity.
• Appreciate youth who showed up today, sharing their perspectives.
• Easy to lose touch with the younger generation if we didn’t talk to one another.
• Good to be with young LGBT. Appreciate hearing from them. We’re old, still fashionable
and vibrant.
• Connection between generations. Knowing seniors validates LGBT community.
• Rotating tables and meeting all others was a good idea.
• Interesting to meet various age groups. We declare at different rates and different
generations.
• Great sharing.
• Gratefulness.
• Friends and community.
• Beautiful, awesome, so next level.
Mutual learning
• Talk makes things real. When we share, we learn, we understand others’ struggles –
personal experience. Sharing is positive, appropriate.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning from different perspectives, how to handle situations.
I learned a lot. I usually avoid the gay community.
Mix – learned about others’ experiences, community.
Fun, enjoyment. Open discussion, listening, sharing, learning from others. Open self up
to other perspectives. We’re different and the same at the same time.
Curious, open exchanges, sincere listening and learning, focused listening, learning,
comfortable exchanges.
New perspectives.
Great idea to get together to learn about what’s happening in Edmonton.
Terminology – intersectionality.

Reflections on the journey
• Remember it’s a ‘long journey into light’. Feels beautiful to travel and to remember.
• Young people – easier to come out but still have challenges.
• Tangible future – seniors looking happy, grateful. That could be my future too.
• Appreciation of all the people who came before us, to be in this space now. We’ve come
a long way.
• In the past 40 to 50 years, great progress has been made. Some of the same struggles
but real progress has been made.
• Gaps in services for seniors still exist.
• Today I’m more aware that we’re all the same. We’re people.
• Problems and solutions = one species
Take-aways clustered by generation
What was gained?
Older adults
• Remember it’s a ‘long journey into light’. Feels beautiful to travel and to remember.
• Enjoyed listening to opinions, especially youth. Gives me hope for future.
• Enjoyed meeting young LGBT people – a great opportunity.
• Seeing and hearing young people was a great opportunity.
• Appreciate youth who showed up today, sharing their perspectives.
• Easy to lose touch with the younger generation if we didn’t talk to one another.
• Good to be with young LGBT. Appreciate hearing from them. We’re old, still fashionable
and vibrant.
• Young people – easier to come out but still have challenges.
• Terminology – intersectionality.
• Rotating tables and meeting all others was a good idea.
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Youth
• Tangible future – seniors looking happy, grateful. That could be my future too.
• Appreciation of all the people who came before us, to be in this space now. We’ve come
a long way.
• In the past 40 to 50 years, great progress has been made. Some of the same struggles
but real progress has been made.
• I learned a lot. I usually avoid the gay community.
• Connection between generations. Knowing seniors validates LGBT community.
• Gaps in services for seniors still exist.
Older adults/Youth
• Learning from different perspectives, how to handle situations.
• Great idea to get together to learn about what’s happening in Edmonton.
• Interesting to meet various age groups. We declare at different rates and different
generations.
• Today I’m more aware that we’re all the same. We’re people.
• Problems and solutions = one species.
• Fun, enjoyment. Open discussion, listening, sharing, learning from others. Open self up
to other perspectives. We’re different and the same at the same time.

•
•
•

Curious, open exchanges, sincere listening and learning, focused listening, learning,
comfortable exchanges.
Great sharing.
Mix – learned about others’ experiences, community.
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•
•
•
•
•

New perspectives.
Gratefulness.
Friends and community.
Talk makes things real. When we share, we learn, we understand others’ struggles –
personal experience. Sharing is positive, appropriate.
Beautiful, awesome, so next level.

What are people seeking beyond this opportunity?
• Lots of support of intergenerational cooperation.
• Is there a way we can check in with one another again? Sign in/email.
***

Follow-up note from a parent …
•

I just wanted to email you & tell you that [youth] had the most amazing time today! She
literally talked about it for an hour and a half. She said that you are super cool & she
compared you to someone in her life who she looks up to & respects tremendously,
someone who worked with youth in the last town we lived in. She also said that it was
incredible how well organized the entire thing was & how great it was that everyone had
the chance to converse throughout the session. She really liked [senior] and she would
love to connect with her again if that's at all possible. Anyway, to everyone involved I am
so pleased to hear how well it went, awesome work and thank you so much!!

